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Increment–Decrement Asymmetry in Dichoptic Matching with
Haploscopically Superimposed Backgrounds
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Chichilnisky& Wandell [(1995).Vision Research, 35, 239-254], studyingdichopticasymmetric
colourmatchingwithhaploscopicailysuperimposedbackgroundsexplainedtheirdatain termsof a
modelthat assumesincrementalmultiplicativesensitivitycontrol.‘Ikemodelgivenin Mausfeld&
Nieder6e [(1993). Perception, 22, 427-462] postulates a different incremental multiplicative
sensitivitycontrolfor incrementaland decrementalstimuli.It accountsfor systematicdeviations
betweenChichilniskyandWandell’spredictionsanddataaswellas fora certaintypeof increment-
decrementasymmetrynot compatiblewith their model. @ 1997 ElsevierScienceLtd. All rights
reserved.
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INCREMENTALMODELSOFASYMMETRIC
COLOURMATCHING
The simplest and most influentialmodel for accounting
for the effect of backgroundson the appearanceof colour
is the v.Kries model,which assumesa linearbackground-
dependent transformation for each of the three primary
colour codes (i.e., the L, M, S signals initiatedwithin the
three types of cone photopigments). Taking Smith–
Pokorny coordinates as primary colour codes, Chichil-
nisky & Wandell (1995) applied this transformation to
the incremental part of the test target and match target
fields in very large backgrounds of different ciiromati-
cities which were haploscopically superimposed. This
model is a variant of Walraven’s (1976) “discountingthe
background model”, and hence a submodel of the incre-
mentally linear model proposedby Mausfeld & Nieder6e
(1993).
This model, called the octant model, refers te stimulus
configurationsof the type <A, S>, where A is an infield
presented in a surroundfiackground S (each character-
ized by linear primary colour codes @i(A), @i(S),
i = 1,2,3). (In the following we use the terms
“surround”and “background”interchangeably,A always
denotes the absoluteinfield.)The octantmodel assumesa
contrast code ~i for each channel i and predicts that
between the infieldsof two such configurationsa colour
match is obtained if the respective contrast codes for the
two stimulicoincide.The contrast code ii is givenby the
difference @i(A)–~i(S), which in turn is subjected to a
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multiplicative surround-dependent transformation
@i-+[S].The distinctive feature of the octant model is
that these transformationsare allowed to be different for
increments (@@]) and decrements (@~–[S])(cf. Maus-
feld & Nieder6e, 1993, p. 441). The so-called Weber–
Fechner model put forward by Chichilnisky & Wandell
(1995) is a special case of the octant model. It assumes
that the multiplicative transformations are the same for
increments and decrements, namely Qi+[S]= Qi–[S]= 1/
(ki + l/wi ~i(S)).
WHYA DIFFERENTPROCESSINGOFINCREMENTS
ANDDECREMENTS?
Whereas the type of model consideredby Chichilnisky
& Wandell (1995) assumes identical coefficients for
multiplicate sensitivitycontrol of increments and decre-
ments, we found that certain theoretical as well as
empirical findings are not compatible with such a
restriction,and that these findingscan only be accounted
for by assuming different coefficients (i.e., Qi+[s] #
@i-[s] for at least some surrounds, S). It goes without
saying that the validity of such modeis crucially depends
on the experimental paradigm referred to. In fact, our
monocular experiments refer to red–green colour can-
cellation in surrounds much smaller than the ones
employed by Chichilnisky & Wandell (1995). After a
brief discussion of our results, we will point out,
however, that similar considerations appear to apply to
Chichilnisky& Wandell’s(1995) situation.This doesnot
come as a surprise to someone who assumes that these
experiments tap basically similar mechanisms of chro-
matic sensitivitycontrol.
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RESULTSFROMCOLOURCANCELLATION
EXPERIMENTS
In our experiments (Mausfeld & Nieder6e, 1992;
Mausfeld et al., 1992, 1994) we used a three-channel
Maxwellian view system. After an initial phase of dark
adaptation, the subjects adapted to monochromatic red
backgrounds [7.9 deg of visual angle, 649 nm, intensities
between 150 and 1500 troland (td)] in a dark outer
surround. On these backgrounds increments or decre-
ments (2.1 deg, mixture of 649 and 545 nm) were
presented for 1 sec. The incremental/decrementalinfield
component had to be adjusted until the infield did not
appear reddishor greenish (forcedchoice, doublerandom
staircase).Like Chichilnisky& Wandell (1995)we based
our parameter estimationon the specificationof the #i as
primary receptor codes in the sense of Smith–Pokomy.
A comprehensive discussion of our results will be
published separately.A typical set of data was displayed
(with respect to CIE chromaticity coordinates)as Fig. 6
in Mausfeld & Nieder6e (1993). For convenience, we
replot them here in a different way in Fig. 1. The
background intensity was 150 td; luminance of incre-
ments ranged between 1.4 and 3.4 log td and luminance
of decremental infieldsbetween 10 and 6070of that of the
background. Each data point represents a red/green
equilibrium (unique yellow) in terms of its Smith–
Pokorny coordinates. The abscissa refers to the Smith–
Pokorny r’ (red) coordinate, the ordinate to the g’ (green)
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coordinate (in our conditions the b’ coordinates are
negligibly small). Both coordinates are given in loga-
rithmic terms and are normalized with respect to the
coordinatesof the background.
Hence, the coordinates (0,0) correspond to the back-
ground, and the data within the square in the lower left
part of the displaycorrespondto decrements,whereas the
remainingdata representincrements.The solid line gives
the best fitting line according to the octant model
(together with the assumptionof a linear opponent red-
green code).With respect to linear coordinatesthe “kink”
between the incremental and decremental part of the
model line correspondsto a ratio of the two slopesof 2.44
(whereas without an increment/decrement distinction a
value of 1 is implied). Straylight,which is negligible in
our situation, could not explain this effect, since
correcting for it would basically amount to a small shift
of the data toward the diagonal.
Note that if one assumed Qi+[S]= Qi-[S], then if the
model was fitted to increments only, the fitting curve
would have to cross the diagonal at (O,O)(background)
and would continue below the diagonal for decrements.
This, however, would lead to completely wrong predic-
tions for decrements.
INCREMENT-DECREMENTASYMMETRYANDTHE
LUMINANCECONTRASTPHENOMENON
The inadequacyof an incrementallylinear model with
Qi+[S]= Qi-[S]canalready be shown by the following
arguments which only refer to asymmetric colour
matching and not, as our experiments mentioned above,
to colour cancellation. Under the assumption of linear
primary codes @i,such a model implies a qualitativelaw
of increment-decrement symmetry: let Abe an increment
superimposed on a background S and A’ another
increment on a background T such that a match is
obtained (i.e., the stimuli <S + A,S>and <T + A’,T>are
perceptually indistinguishable at the locqtion of the
infields; formally <S + A,S>-<T + A’,T>); then the
corresponding decremental stimuli (if they are physi-
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FIGURE 1. Red–green equilibrium settings of one observer for a red
backgroundS (649 nm, 150td), each data point correspondsto result of
a staircase procedure (three replications for each contrast level). The
axes correspond to logarithms of the Smith–Pokorny r’ and g’
coordinates normalized to the corresponding coordinates of the
background(r’, and g’,, markedby an open circle). Hence, data points
with negative coordinates correspond to decremental stimuli, data
points with positive ones to incremental stimuli. The solid line gives
the best fitting line according to the octant model (together with the
assumptionof a linear opponent red–greencode).
cally realizable) must also match (i.e.,
<S – A,S>- <T – A’,T>). This means that if the
principle is violated for a certain viewing condition and
judgmental mode, then for a such a condition no
incrementallylinearmodelwith Qi+[S]= Qi_[S]can hold.
It is clear that for our viewing conditions increment–
decrement symmetry cannot generally hold, indeed.
Besides heterochromaticexamples there exist instructive
examples that involve homochromatic stimuli, which
show that these violations seem to be systematic rather
than a marginalphenomenon.Let W be a white light and
R’,R and tR (tR for O< t <1 denoting a change of R in
intensity by a factor t) be red lights such that
<W + R’,W>= <R + tR,R>. According to increment–
decrement symmetry, in each such case it would follow
that <W – R’,W>-<R – tR,R>. This means that since
the infieldof <W – R’,W>looks greenish, the infieldof
<R – tR,R> would have to look greenish ‘too (as one
would indeed expect from the Helson–Judd effect).
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However, in our viewing conditions such matches
typically do not hold, since as a rule the infield of
<R – tR,R> does not look greenishat all. Rather it looks
(blackish) reddish (sometimes with a bluish component
for high decremental contrasts). For such a decremental
luminance contrast stimulus there is, as it were, no
significant chromatic induction, but only a blackness
induction. This effect, which is clearly at odds with the
Helson–Juddeffect, will be called the luminance contrast
phenomenon (cf. Mausfeld & Nieder6e, 1993,Section4).
Note that although the Helson–Judd effect appears to
occur in certain specific viewing conditions, the lumi-
nance contrast phenomenoncan be encountered in many
situationsand viewing conditionsand forces the principle
of increment-decrement symmetry to be violated in a
systematic manner.
Note in passing that the luminance contrast phenom-
enon also explains why the red–green equilibriumcurve
cannot intersect the dashed diagonalas it would have to if
one assumed Qi+[S]= Qi–[S] (since for decremental
stimuli this diagonal corresponds to reddish stimuli of
the type <(1 – t)R,R>). Because models of partial
discounting (e.g. Shevell, 1978) also predict that the
red–green equilibriumcurve intersectsthe diagonalin the
decremental part of this diagram, such models too are in
conflictwith the luminance contrast phenomenon.
DIFFERENTPROCESSINGOFINCREMENTSAND
DECREMENTSIN HAPLOSCOPICALLY
SUPERIMPOSEDISPLAYS
We now return to Chichilnisky & Wandell’s (1995)
experiments.It is clear from the aboveconsiderationsthat
the validity of increment-decrement symmetry for their
haploscopically superimposed displays is a necessary
condition for their model to apply to such viewing
conditions.This can easily be tested directly and in some
preliminaryexperiments(with smallerbackgrounds*)we
found clear indicationsthat it is violated in certain cases.
This is in fact also implied by Chichilnisky& Wandell’s
(1995) intriguing data. For on closer inspection it turns
out that an incrementallylinear model which allowsfor a
different processing of increments and decrements by
*We used two CRT displays (calibrated using a diode array spectral
radiometer) whose images were haploscopicallyfused by a mirror
system. The visual angles of the test squares subtended approxi-
mately 2 deg, and those of the rectangular homogeneousback-
grounds about 25x 33 deg. In the fused stimulus the two infields
were seen about 10 deg apart from each other. Subjectswere dark-
adapted and made observationsin a dark room.
assuming Qi+[S]# Qi–[S] for certain backgrounds S
would lead to a better fit of these data. In Fig. 4 of their
paper they displayed for various fixed pairs of back-
groundsthe incrementalSmith–Pokornycoordinates(for
each of the three receptor types separately) of the match
field against those of the test field. Data points of
incremental pairs of stimuli are thus located in the
positive quadrant and those of decremental ones in the
negative quadrant. They then fitted a line through the
origin according to their model. At first sight, the fits
appear remarkably good. However, a closer look shows
that in most panels the residuals tend to have the same
sign for increments and decrements (with a tendency to
increase in size with absolute contrast, i.e., with the
distance from the origin). R is clear that in such a
situationa line with a kink at the origin (more precisely,
two lines with different slopes that meet at the origin)
provides a fit that is qualitatively and quantitatively
better. This is exactly what Mausfeld & Nieder6e’s
(1993) octant model with @i+[S]#@i-[S] predicts.
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